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Abstract In cancer biology, cell lines are often used instead of primary tumors because of their widespread
availability and close reflection of the in vivo state. Cancer is a genetic disease, commonly caused by
small- and large-scale DNA rearrangements. Therefore, it is essential to know the genomic profiles
of tumor cell lines to enable their correct and efficient use as experimental tools. Here, we present
a comprehensive study of the genomic profiles of 20 colon cancer cell lines combining conventional
karyotyping (G-banding), comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), and multicolor fluorescence
in situ hybridization (M-FISH). Major differences between the microsatellite instability (MSI) and
chromosome instability (CIN) cell lines are shown; the CIN cell lines exhibited complex karyotypes
involving many chromosomes (mean: 8.5 copy number changes), whereas the MSI cell lines showed
considerably fewer aberrations (mean: 2.6). The 3 techniques complement each other to provide a
detailed picture of the numerical and structural chromosomal changes that characterize cancer cells.
Therefore, 7 of the cell lines (Colo320, EB, Fri, IS2, IS3, SW480, and V9P) are here completely
karyotyped for the first time and, among these, 5 have not previously been cytogenetically described.
By hierarchical cluster analysis, we show that the cell lines are representative models for primary
carcinomas at the genome level. We also present the genomic profiles of an experimental model
for tumor progression, including 3 cell lines (IS1, IS2, and IS3) established from a primary carcinoma,
its corresponding liver- and peritoneal metastasis from the same patient. To address the question
of clonality, we compared the genome of 3 common cell lines grown in 2 laboratories. Finally, we
compared all our results with previously published CGH data and karyotypes of colorectal cell
lines. In conclusion, the large variation in genetic complexity of the cell lines highlights the
importance of a comprehensive reference of genomic profiles for investigators engaged in functional
studies using these research tools. � 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Tumor cell lines are an important resource in the role of
understanding cancer initiation and progression. For most
studies using cancer cell lines, information regarding their
genomes is relevant, sometimes indispensable, to understand
the biological events behind carcinogenesis. This is because
they have chromosomal changes with potential effect at
the molecular level, such as altered gene expression and
regulation. Thus, it is surprising that many cell lines are left
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undefined with regard to their genomic profile, either by
conventional karyotyping or fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion (FISH)-based screening techniques. The combined use
of karyotyping and molecular cytogenetic techniques is even
more unusual, despite of the fact that the complexity of
genomic rearrangements often requires such an approach to
be able to describe it accurately.

Although the introduction of banding techniques [1] en-
abled the identification of chromosomes and chromosomal
rearrangements, some marker chromosomes remain uniden-
tified in complex karyotypes. Two main FISH-based screen-
ing techniques are now used to complement conventional
karyotyping. The first technique, comparative genomic hy-
bridization (CGH), gives an average genomic profile of
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copy number gains and losses for all chromosomes in a
single experiment, but it is unable to provide information
on balanced chromosomal rearrangements [2]. The second
methodology, based on simultaneous painting of all chromo-
somes, of which spectral karyotyping (SKY) [3] and
multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH) [4]
are the most commonly used variants, is ideal for detecting
interchromosomal rearrangements, but somewhat less effec-
tive for intrachromosomal changes.

The genetic aberrations in primary colorectal carcinomas
are, as in many other human cancers, numerous and non-
random [5,6]. The majority of primary colorectal carcinomas
develops through the chromosome instability cell line (CIN)
pathway and is characterized by aneuploidy with the pres-
ence of many numerical and structural cytogenetic abnormal-
ities. About 15% show near-diploid indices but exhibit
genome-wide instability at the nucleotide level. This is
caused by a defect in the mismatch repair system that
gives rise to the microsatellite instability (MSI) phenotype
[7–10], which is also characteristic of 90% of tumors from
patients with the hereditary non polyposis colon cancer syn-
drome (HNPCC) [11,12].

Here, we describe the genomic profiles of 20 colon cancer
cell lines (11 with microsatellite stable (MSS) and 9 with
MSI phenotype), combining the results obtained by 3 screen-
ing techniques. Some of the cell lines have not previously
been cytogenetically described, and others are completely
described for the first time in this study. The large differences
in the genomic profiles among cell lines from the same tumor
type demonstrate the importance of this knowledge when
using cell lines as experimental tools. In addition, we add
data from previous publications of CGH for colon cancer
cell lines since the initial publication of this method [2].
For the commonly used colon cancer cell lines within our
dataset, we also compare previously published karyotypes
and identify the “core aberrations” for each cell line.

2. Materials and methods

Twenty different colon cancer cell lines, and 2 variants
from 3 of them were included in this study. Information
regarding their origin, TP53 mutation, and MSI statuses is
presented in Table 1 and in Gayet et al. [13]. Nine cell
lines are known to exhibit MSI and 2 of these had a TP53
mutation. None of the MSI cell lines showed loss of hetero-
zygosity at chromosome arm 17p. The remaining 11 cell
lines were MSS and 10 of these had both a TP53 point
mutation and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of 17p sequences,
whereas one cell line showed only LOH. Three of the cell
lines were obtained from 2 laboratories to study pair-wise
variability of the genetic pattern.

The cell lines Isreco1 (IS1), Isreco2 (IS2), and Isreco3
(IS3) were derived from the same patient, from a primary
colon carcinoma, its corresponding liver- and peritoneal me-
tastases [13,14]. The other 20 cell lines listed in Table 1
are derived from human primary colon carcinomas [13].
The copy number changes of the MSS cell lines were
compared with 5 primary colon carcinomas (5TII, 6TI, 19T,
26P, 93P, and 136PIII) previously published [15].

2.1. Chromosome banding analysis

The cells were short-term cultured and analyzed cytoge-
netically as describedby Pandis et al. [16].Cells were cultured
in coated 25 cm2 flasks with RPMI 1640 growth medium
supplemented with L-glutamine (Invitrogen, Pailey, Scot-
land), and harvested after 5–8 days. The cultures were
treated with Colcemid (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) and
trypsinised for 3–6 minutes. The cells were then exposed to
a hypotonic solution treatment (0.05 M KCl) followed by
fixation in 3:1 methanol/acetic acid. G-banding was obtained
using Wright’s stain.

2.2. Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)

CGH was performed according to the method initially
described by Kallioniemi et al. [2] using modifications as
previously reported [17]. Tumor and reference DNAs (pe-
ripheral blood) were extracted using a standard phenol/
chloroform procedure (nucleic acid extractor, Model 340A;
Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Tumor DNA was
labeled by nick translation with Fluorescein-12-dCTP and
Fluorescein-12-dUTP, and normal reference DNA was la-
beled with Texas Red-6-dCTP and Texas Red-6-dUTP (New
England Nuclear, Boston, MA). Labeled tumor and reference
DNA (800 ng each) were mixed together with 20 µg Cot-
1 DNA (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD), precipitated in
ethanol, dried, and dissolved in hybridization buffer (Vysis,
Downers Grove, IL). The resulting mixture was denatured
at 75�C for 5 minutes and applied to normal metaphase slides
prepared from lymphocyte cultures from healthy donors or
to commercial slides (Vysis). The hybridization was
performed at 37�C for 2–3 days, after which the slides were
washed, air-dried, and mounted in an antifade solution with
DAPI (Vectashield; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).

Analyses were performed using a Zeiss Axioplan fluo-
rescence microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) inter-
faced with the CytoVision system (Applied Imaging, Santa
Clara, CA). Data for the chromosomes of 10 cells were
used to generate average ratio profiles with 95% confidence
intervals (CI). Losses of DNA sequences were defined by
ratios less than 0.75, gains by ratios greater than 1.25, and
amplifications by ratios higher than 2.0. A negative (normal
versus normal DNA) and a positive control (the cell line
Lovo) were included in every set of experiments.

2.3. Multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization
(M-FISH)

M-FISH was performed as described in the manufactur-
er’s protocol (Vysis). The probe and hybridization mixture
was denatured and applied to denatured metaphase cells.
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Table 1
Genetic characteristics of a series of colon cancer cell lines

Genetic Copy number Rearranged
Cell lines Ploidya phenotypeb p53 mutationb p53 LOHb changesc chromosomesa

Co115 Hypo-diploid MSI � � 4 4
HCT15d Near-diploid MSI R241F � None 2
HCT15e Diploid MSI nd nd None 2
HCT116d Near-diploid MSI � � 4 5
HCT116e Near-diploid MSI nd nd 4 4
Lovod Near-diploid MSI � � 3 6
Lovoe Near-diploid MSI nd nd 4 5
LS174T Near-diploid MSI � � 2 3
RKO Near-diploid MSI � � 5 5
SW48 Near-diploid MSI � � 3 3
TC71 Near-diploid MSI C176Y � 4 5
TC7 Diploid MSI � � 1 1
ALA Hyper-diploid MSS 301delC � 24 25
Colo320 Near-diploid MSS R248W � 17 19
EB Hyper-triploid MSS � � 14 15
FRI Hyper-triploid MSS C277F � 20 18
HT29 Hyper-triploid MSS R273H � 20 18
Isreco1 Hyper-diploid MSS Y163H � 19 13
Isreco2 Hyper-triploid MSS Y163H � 11 17
Isreco3 Hyper-triploid MSS Y163H � 17 17
LS1034 Hyper-triploid MSS G245D � 21 21
SW480 Hyper-diploid MSS R273H � 18 19
V9P Hypo-diploid MSS G245D � 18 14

Abbreviations: MSI, microsatellite instability; MSS, microsatellite stable; nd, not determined.
a Found by G-banding and M-FISH in the present study.
b Presented in [13].
c Found by CGH in the present study.
d INSERM.
e The Norwegian Radium Hospital.
Slides were then sealed with rubber cement and coverslip.
The hybridization was performed at 37�C overnight, after
which the slides were washed, air-dried, and mounted on
an antifade solution with DAPI (Vectashield; Vector Labora-
tories). Metaphases were analyzed using a Zeiss Axioplan
fluorescence microscope (Zeiss) interfaced with the CytoVi-
sion system (Applied Imaging).

2.4. Statistical analysis

The Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the
number of imbalances and rearranged chromosomes in the
MSI and MSS cell lines. Two tailed P values � 0.05 were
considered statistically significant. For hierarchical cluster-
ing the average-linkage method was used with Pearson’s
correlation similarity measure. The cluster analyses and the
drawing of the dendogram were performed with J-Express
Pro [18].

2.5. Nomenclature

The karyotypic findings by G-banding, M-FISH, and CGH
were described in accordance to the nomenclature described
in the ISCN [19].
3. Results

Various genetic characteristics of the 20 colon cancer cell
lines analyzed in the present study are summarized in Table
1. The copy number changes and karyotypes of each cell
line are presented in Table 2.

3.1. Comparative genomic hybridization

Here, we characterize the genome profiles of the 20 differ-
ent cell lines by CGH to get an overview over the gains and
losses of the whole genome (Tables 1 and 2). The 9 different
MSI cell lines showed few copy number changes (Table 2;
Fig. 1). We found copy number losses from 2 chromosomes
in each of 2 MSI cell lines (Co115 and TC71). Copy number
gains vary from 0 to 5 (mean: 2.6), with gains of 8q and
chromosome 7 each being found in 5/9 MSI cell lines.
One cell line, RKO, showed copy number amplification
(ratio above 2.0) at 8q22~q24. HCT15 revealed no copy
number changes by CGH.

We observed multiple copy number changes in the 11
MSS cell lines (Table 2; Fig. 2A). The number of gains
detected by CGH varied from 5 to 14 (mean: 10) and the
losses from 0 to 14 (mean: 7). The most frequent gains of
chromosomes or chromosome arms were seen at chromo-
some 20 (83% of the MSS cell lines), chromosome 11 (72%),
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Table 2
CGH copy number changes, and combined G-banding and M-FISH karyotype of colon cancer cell lines

Cell lines CGH copy number changes Combined G-banding and M-FISH karyotype

Co115 rev ish enh(8q22qter,18p11), dim(X,18q12qter) 44,X,�X,der(6)t(6;8)(p24;q22)x2,�18
HCT15a none 44~47,XY,t(8;17)(p23;q21),inv(11)(p14q13)
HCT15b none 46,XY,t(8;17)(p23;q21),inv(11)(p14q13)
HCT116a rev ish enh(8q13qter,10q23q26,16q23qter,17q21qter) 45~46,X,�Y,dup(10)(q24q26),der(16)t(8;16)(q13;p13),

der(18)t(17;18)(q21;p11),der(21)t(11;21)(q14;p13)
HCT116b rev ish enh(8q13qter,10q24q26,16q24,17q21q25) 45~46,X,�Y,dup(10)(q24q26),der(16)t(8;16)(q13;p13),

der(18)t(17;18)(q21;p11)
Lovoa rev ish enh(5,7,15q) 43~49,XY,t(2;12)(q24;p13),�5,�7,t(7;18)(q31;q22),

t(11;14)(p15;q23),�15
Lovob rev ish enh(5,7,12,15q) 48~49,XY,t(2;12)(q24;p13),�5,�7,�12,i(15)(q10)
LS174T rev ish enh(7,15q) 47,X,�X,�7,�15
RKO rev ish enh(7q21q36,8p11qter,9q22qter,10p15q11,20),amp(8q22q24) 46~50,XX,del(2)(p21),dup(7)(q21q36),

�der(8)t(8;8)(p12;q21),�der(10)t(2;10)(p21;q11),
�der(20)t(9;20)(q22;p13)

SW48 rev ish enh(7,10q22,14q13q32) 46~47,XX,�7,dup(10)(q22q24),der(22)t(14;22)(q11;q13)
TC71 rev ish enh(5q11qter,7,12p12qter),dim(X,3q29) 47~49,XX,der(3)t(3;5)(q28;q11),t(6;18)(q21;q21),�7,

�9,�del(12)(p12)
TC7 rev ish enh(8q21q24) 46,XX,dup(8)(q22q24)
Ala rev ish enh(1p11p22,1q23q42,2p13p16, 54~60�3N�,der(X)t(X;Y)(p22;?),�Y,�1,

2q22q33,3p11p14,3q24q26,4q28q34,8p12pter, i(1)(q10),t(1;9)(q11;?),der(2)t(2;12)(q37;?),�4,�5,�6,
13q14q31,14q21,16q,19p13.1qter,20p12q13), der(7)t(7;14)(q21;q?),der(9)t(9;9)(p24;q11),�10,
dim(Xp14qter,1p36,6p22pter,6q25qter, der(10)t(3;10),der(11)t(11;13)(p13;q11)x2,�12,�14,�15,
7q33qter,9p21pter,10p13pter,10q21q22,10q26, i(16)(q10),del(17)(p12),�18,i(19)(q10),
17p13,18q12qter),amp(8q13q21,8q22q24) der(20)t(5;20)(?;q11),ider(20)t(X;Y;8;20),�2mar

Colo320 rev ish enh(1p12p13,1q21q23,2p16pter, 44~48,X,�X,der(X)t(X;4)(p11;q33),
2p14q21,3q13qter,4q33qter,8q22q24,9q22qter, t(1;5)(p10;q10),der(2),�der(2)t(2;17)(p24;q21),
12pterq12,13q,15q21qter,16p13qter,17q11, der(3)t(3;?15),der(5)t(5;7)(p15;p15),
17q22qter),dim(Xp,7p21pter,18q22q23), amp(8q23q24.1,13q11q31) der(7)t(2;7)(p23;p21),der(8)t(8;13)(p24;?),del(9),

der(9)t(9;12)(p13;p11),der(10)t(3;10)(?;q26),
ider(13)(q10)t(8;13),i(14)(q10),der(15)t(9;15)(?;p11)t(3;15)(?;q?),
der(16)t(5;16)(p11;p11)t(13;16)(q11;q22),
�der(16)t(2;7;8;16)(?;?;?;p13),der(17)t(17;18),�19

EB rev ish enh(2p,6p25q12,6q22qter,7p22q33, 76�3N�,XX,�X,del(2)(q11),�4,�del(6)(q12q22),
8q22q24,11p15q23,12p12q12,14q12q32, �der(7)t(7;10)(p22;q22),�8,del(10),�11,�del(12)(q11),
17q21q23,19p12p13.2,20),dim(4,17p12pter,18p11q23),amp(20q) �14,dup(17)(q21q23),�18,�20,�20,�20

Fri rev ish enh(1p11p31,1q23qter,3p24q26, 71~76,XX,�X,del(1)(p36)x2,�der(1)t(1;11)(p36;?),
6q23qter,7,8p12qter,11p13p14,11q12, der(2)t(1;2)(?;q37),�3,del(4)(q21),�5,�7,
11q22q23,20q),dim(Xq21q22,Xq26qter, der(8)t(8;8)(p12;q?),�9,�11,
1p36.1,4q23qter,8p22pter,10p15,17p12pter,18,20p12pter,22q) der(13)t(6;13)(q23q25;q34),�15,�17,�18,�i(20)(q10), �22

HT29 rev ish enh(3q12q26,5p13pter,8q,11, 72~73,XXX,der(3)t(3;5)(p21;p?),i(3)(q10),del(4)(q33),
12p11p13,13q,15q,17p21qter,18p11,19q, �6,der(6)t(6;14)(q27;q11),der(8)t(7;8)hsr(8),�11,
20p11qter),dim(Xp22,3p12pter,4q33qter, i(13)(q10),�14,�15,�der(15)t(15;15)(p13;?),
6q15q25,8p21pter,14q,17p11p13,18q11qter, �del(17)(p11),del(18)(q11),�19,�20,�20,�21,�22
21q21qter),amp(8q22q24)

IS1 rev ish enh(Xp11.3p21,Xp22,2p12q32,3q,5p, 51~53,X,der(X),�3,�i(3)(q10),
5q31qter,7,10,11q,12p,13q12q14,15q,20, der(6)t(6;11;22)(?;q12;?),der(8)t(X;8)(q11;p23),�10,
22q11),dim(Xq12q21,4p15qter,9p23pter, der(11)t(5;11)(q22;q25),�der(11),hsr(12)(p11~13),
12q15q21,18q22qter),amp(12p) dic(13;19)(p13;q13),der(14)t(X;14)(p?;p13),�15,�20, �21,�5mar

IS2 rev ish enh(X,6p12qter,7,13q,19p13,20p), 68~69,XXX,�X,der(1)t(X;1)(?;p11),
dim(1p13p34,4,10pterq21,14q11qter,18,21q),amp(Xq28,13q33qter) der(2)t(X;2)(q?;p16),�4,�i(6)(q10),�7,�8,�10,�13,�13,

�14,der(14)t(X;14)(?;p13),�15,�18,�20,�21,�22
IS3 rev ish enh(X,5,6q22q26,7p13pter,7q11q33, 69,XXX,�X,�X,�5,del(6),�del(7)x2,der(8)t(7;8),�9,

9p13pter,13q,17q11qter),dim(6p12pter, �13,�14,der(14)t(X;14)(?;p13),�16,�17,i(17)(q10),�18, �21,�22
8p22pter,8q24.2qter,14q,16q,17p12pter,18,
21q,22q13),amp(Xq23q28)

LS1034 rev ish enh(5q21q34,11,12pterq13,12q24,13q, 63~69,XY,�X,�Y,�Y,der(X)t(X;15)(p11;q22),der(1),
15q,20),dim(Xp22q28,1p22p34,1q42qter, der(1)t(1;5)(q22;?),�5,�5,t(5;7)(q13;q33),�6,
4q27q31,5p14pter,5q11q14,6p12pter,6q12q13, der(7)t(5;7)(q13;q33),�8,�10,�11,�i(12)(p10),
6q24qter,8q12q22,17p12p13,18p11q23,21q, 22q13),amp(12p) i(14)(q10),�15,�17,�18,�20,�21,�4~6mar

(Continued )
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Table 2
Continued

Cell lines CGH copy number changes Combined G-banding and M-FISH karyotype

SW480 rev ish enh(2pterq13,3q23qter,5p15,5q23qter, 54~58�2N�,X,�Y,�der(X)t(X;15)(p22;q?),
7pterq34,8q23q24.2,11,12p11pter,14q24qter, t(1;9)(q21;q11),�der(2)t(2;12)(q37;q13),�i(3)(q10),
17q25,18p,19p13qter,20),dim(X,4p13p15, t(5;20)(q21;p12),�7,�der(7)dup(7)(q22)t(7;14)(q32;q24),
4q11qter,6q12q24,18q11qter),amp(7q21q22) der(8)t(8;9)(p21;q11),der(10)t(X;10)(?;p15),�11,

i(12)(p10),�13,�17,i(18)(p10),der(19),
der(20)t(5;20)(q21;p12),�21,�22

V9P rev ish enh(4q28qter,7pterq11,8q11qter, 40~41,X,�X or Y,t(1;16)(p10;q10),
11p11q25,18p11q11,19,20p11q13,22q11q12), der(3)t(3;7;8)(p22;q?;q11),der(4;13)(q10;q10),
dim(X,4p,6q16qter,8p12pter,9pterq21,14q, der(6;16)(p10;q10),der(7)i(7)(p10)dup(7)(p?),
16p,17p,18q12q23,20p12pter),amp(7p22, 11q14q22) der(8;17)(q10;q10),der(9;11)(q10;q10),

�der(11)hsr(11)(q14~22)t(11;19)(q22;p11),�14,
der(18)t(7;18)(q11;q21),der(19)t(3;19)(p22;p13)
dup(19)(q11q13)t(4;19)(q28;q13),�i(20)(q10),
der(21;22)(q10;q10),hsr(22)(q11~q12)

a INSERM.
b The Norwegian Radium Hospital.
and 8q (66%), whereas the most frequent losses were seen at
18q (100%), X chromosome (72%), 4q, and 17p (66%).
Amplifications seen in at least 2 cell lines were found at
8q23~24, 12p, and Xq28.

3.2. Cytogenetic banding analysis

To identify structural rearrangements and obtain ploidy
data on each cell line, we performed cytogenetic banding
analyses on metaphases after short-term culturing. The 9
MSI cell lines were either diploid or near-diploid, and had
few chromosomal aberrations (Table 2). One of these cell
lines, HCT15, revealed only balanced aberrations,
t(8;17)(p23;q21) and inv(11)(p14q13), and thus had a normal
CGH profile (Fig. 1). The loss of 3q29 in TC71 found
by CGH was in accordance with der(3)t(3;5)(q28;q11) seen
by G-banding analysis.

All 11 remaining cell lines revealed a MSS phenotype
and showed aneuploidy. Six lines were hypertriploid, 3
were hyperdiploid, one was near-diploid and one was hypo-
diploid (Table 1). We observed complex karyotypes (Table
2). One structural aberration, i(3)(q10), was found in HT29,
IS1, and SW480, whereas i(12)(p10) was found in LS1034
and SW480, and i(20)(q10) was found in both Fri and V9P
(Fig. 2B). The chromosomes most frequently involved in
translocations were the X chromosome (18%), chromosome
8 (17%), chromosome 5 (15%), and chromosome 9 (14%).
The most common numerical changes in the 11 different
MSS cell lines were losses of chromosomes 18 (44%), 6,
14, and 21 (33%), and gains of chromosomes 11 (55%), 15,
and 20 (44%).

3.3. Multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization

We used a chromosome painting technique, M-FISH, to
identify chromosomal rearrangements, particularly those not
resolved by G-banding. Most of the markers and adhesions
were solved, and we present a detailed karyotype for each
cell line combining the results obtained by G-banding and
M-FISH in Table 2 and Fig. 2C.

3.4. Statistical analysis

Using the Mann-Whitney U test, statistically significant
differences regarding the number of imbalances (detected by
CGH) and rearranged chromosomes (detected by G-banding
and M-FISH) were found between MSI and MSS cell lines
(P � 0.0001 and P � 0.0001, respectively).

3.5. Complete and novel karyotypes

In the present study, 7 cell lines (Colo320, EB, Fri, IS2,
IS3, SW480, and V9P) were completely karyotyped for the
first time. To our knowledge, EB, Fri, IS2, IS3, and V9P as
well as Ala and IS1 have not at all been cytogenetically
Fig. 1. Genome analyses of a MSI cell line. G-banding and CGH profile of the abnormal chromosomes of the MSI cell line HCT15. Only G-banding
reveals the balanced chromosome aberrations.
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Fig. 2. Genome analyses of a MSS cell line. (A) CGH profile for copy number changes of MSS cell line V9P, with gains (profile deviated to the right)
and losses (profile deviated to the left) along several chromosomes. (B) G-banding karyotype of the MSS cell line V9P. (C) M-FISH karyotype of the MSS
cell line V9P.
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described. In the karyotypes of the latter two, some markers
remain unidentified. We confirmed several previously identi-
fied chromosomal aberrations in the remaining 11 cell lines,
but more precise breakpoints were identified, as well as a
copy number profile for each of them.

3.6. Clonal differences in tumor cell lines

Three MSI cell lines (HCT15, HCT116, and Lovo) were
grown in two different laboratories prior to the present
genome profiling. Each pair shares genetic changes, although
a few differences were seen. The 2 HCT15 cell lines were
identical. We detected small differences with G-banding at
band level in HCT116; a der(21)t(11;21)(q14;p13) is found
in a small proportion of metaphases in one of the two duplicate
HCT116. The 2 Lovo cell lines have several differences with
both techniques, one having 2 balanced translocations,
t(7;8)(q31;q22) and t(11;14)(p15;q23), as well as trisomy 15,
and the other having trisomy 12 and an i(15)(q10) (instead of
trisomy 15, both giving rise to gain of 15q by CGH).

3.7. Experimental model for tumor progression

The cell lines IS1, IS2, and IS3 were established from
3 tumors from the same patient, and represent the tumor
progression through different stages. Some of the many ge-
netic changes were seen in all 3 cell lines: the structural
aberration der(X)t(X;14)(?;p13) and the numerical changes
�X, �20, and �21. IS1 and IS3 share gain of chromosome
arm 5p, an uncommon change in primary colorectal
carcinomas.

3.8. Comparison of the findings with previous studies

Since the initial publication of the method, CGH has
been the most commonly used molecular genome screening
technique of cancer tissue samples [20]. We performed a
literature survey to assess the extent to which CRC cell lines
have been previously studied. In addition, the karyotypes of
some commonly used cell lines were examined from selected
studies of the last 2 decades.

Table 3 summarizes the CGH results from 13 previously
published colorectal cancer cell lines, 5 of which are included
in the present series. Five cell lines have been published more
than once. The most common changes shared in the previous
publications and in the present series of all cell lines are in
bold characters.

Table 4 shows the previously published G-banding and/or
FISH karyotypes of each of 5 selected commonly used colon
cancer cell lines, all of them analyzed in the present study.
These cell lines have been karyotyped several times and 3 –
6 previous studies are included for each cell line. A core of
changes (found in 3 or more cell lines) can be seen to
be common among them, and other genomic aberrations
were described in only some of them in addition to the
present study (Tables 2 and 4).
3.9. Hierarchical cluster analysis

We performed a hierarchical cluster analysis on the 9
different MSS cell lines and 5 comparable primary colon
carcinomas based on the alteration of 41 chromosome arms
(Fig. 4). The cell lines and the primary tumors tend to cluster
together, in particular, one cell line, Fri, clusters in close
relationship to the primary carcinomas. The dendogram indi-
cates that some cell lines cluster closer together than others,
which cannot be explained by the ploidy stem line, but rather
by specific chromosomal changes.

4. Discussion

4.1. Combination of genome screening methods

The combination of conventional G-banding, CGH, and
M-FISH used in this study proved effective for characteriz-
ing the tumor genomic profiles. We took advantage of the
particular strengths of each technique to obtain a detailed
picture of the chromosomal changes that characterize this
panel of 20 colon cancer cell lines. Whereas CGH only
detects net gains and losses of chromosomes, we were able
to identify structural aberrations such as translocations by
G-banding and M-FISH analysis. For example, the MSI
cell line HCT15 illustrates the strengths of complementing
screening techniques. It showed only balanced rearrange-
ments by G-banding analysis and a normal CGH profile
(Fig. 1). The MSS cell lines presented complex karyotypes
and the combination of G-banding and M-FISH was instru-
mental in revealing the identity of added material of un-
known origin, homogeneously staining regions (hsr), and
marker chromosomes (Figs. 2B and 2C).

The graphical comparison of the CGH copy number
changes with the genome imbalances inferred by the combi-
nation of G-banding and M-FISH showed that the overall
picture of gains and losses was not significantly different
(Fig. 3). However, some small differences were seen: the
number of gains detected by CGH was slightly higher at
some chromosome regions, whereas the combined G-band-
ing and M-FISH karyotype revealed somewhat higher fre-
quencies of losses. These differences probably reflect the
intrinsic strengths and weaknesses of each of these
techniques.

We would like to highlight the importance of the use of
conventional banding analysis, even though nowadays FISH
techniques are readily available. The knowledge of genes
involved in breakpoints in chromosome rearrangements can
be of major importance, but without the complement of
G-banding, it is difficult to detect the exact breakpoints of the
chromosome bands involved in these rearrangements.
There are few publications on colorectal cancer cell lines
studied using a combination of CGH and other FISH tech-
niques [21–24], and only one involving G-banding analysis
[25]. Thus, we provide a comprehensive reference of the
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Table 3
Literature survey of CGH data for colorectal cancer cell lines

Cell lines CGH copy number changes References

BE rev ish enh(14q22qter,19q,20q),dim(8q21.2pter,9p21pter,10p15,18q21qter) [47]
CACO-2 rev ish enh(10q21pter,11q13qter,12p,16q23qter,17q,20q),dim(1p,9p22pter,18q) [47]
CACO-2 rev ish enh(10p,10q,11q,12p,16q,17q,20q),dim(1p,4,8,9p,9q,17p,18),amp(11q,20q) [24]
CoCM-1 rev ish enh(7,8q,9p,11p,13q,20q,21q),dim(4q,8p,14,15q11q22,17p,18),amp(8q) [24]
Colo201 rev ish enh(5p,6p12p21,6q24,9q,11p,13q,17q,20),dim(1p,3p,5q,6q12q22,10p,12p,14,18),amp(6p12p21,6q24) [24]
Colo320DM rev ish enh(2p,3q,11p,13q,16,17q),dim(18q,21q),amp(8q22q24) [24]
Colo320HSR rev ish enh(1cen,2p,8q24,11p,12p,13q),dim(18q,19),amp(8q24) [48]
DLD-1 rev ish enh(2p,11p) [23]
DLD-1 rev ish enh(1p35pter,9q34qter),dim(13q31,18) [47]
H630 rev ish enh(2p13p23,5p,7p11.23,9p21p22,10p12pter,13q,18p,20),dim(1p22.2p31.1,4q, [47]

5q15q31,9q33qter,10q25,18q12.3qter),amp(13q)
HCT116 rev ish enh(8q,10q,16q,17q),amp(16q) [25]
HT29 rev ish enh(3q11.2qter,5p,7,8p11.1q22.2,11,20q11.1qter),dim(3p11pter,4q32qter,6q16qter,12q24.2qter, [22,58]

14q21qter,17p,18q,19p,21,22),amp(8q22.3)
HT29 rev ish enh(8q22qter,11,12q24.1qter,13q12.2,20q),dim(3p12.3p13,8p21pter,18q,21q),amp(8q22qter) [47]
Lovo rev ish enh(5,7,12,15q) [24]
Lovo rev ish enh(5,7,12,15) [25]
Lovo rev ish enh(12q24.1qter) [47]
RKO rev ish enh(7q32q34,8q21.1qter),dim(2q37,6p23pter) [47]
R10 rev ish enh(1q21,2p16pter,5p,9p,10p,11q13qter,13q,15q22q25,20q12q13.2),dim(1p,3p14q13.1,4q,5q,7p22,18q) [47]
WiDr rev ish enh(8q22qter,11,15q,19q),dim(3p,4q32q35,8p,14q,17p,18q,21q,22q),amp(8q22qter,19q) [24]

The most common changes shared in the previous publications and in the present series of cell lines are in boldface. Some differences regarding
breakpoint designation may be due to different thresholds used for CGH scoring.
genomic profile of colon cancer cell lines, using the combina-
tion of CGH, G-banding, and M-FISH.

It should be noted that genomic arrays, first described in
1998 [26], are in principle a tool for the identification of
high-resolution copy number changes. However, such arrays
are still in development and the ones currently available do
not cover the whole genome. Further, the same limitations
associated with CGH apply to genomic arrays (i.e., inter-
and intra-chromosomal changes that are found by different
karyotyping techniques cannot be detected).

4.2. MSI and MSS tumor cell lines

The majority of colorectal carcinomas is aneuploid and
reveals a MSS pattern, whereas tumors with MSI phenotype
show a near diploid index with instability at the nucleo-
tide level [27–29]. The copy number changes found by CGH
in the MSI and the MSS cell lines in our series confirm this
observation. The MSS cell lines showed a large number of
gains and losses (mean: 8.5), and the MSI cell lines revealed
considerably fewer changes (mean: 2.6) per cell line. Simi-
larly, different patterns of genetic complexity between the
MSI and MSS cell lines were found by the combined G-
banding and M-FISH analysis. The karyotypes of the MSI
cell lines revealed few aberrations, whereas the MSS cell
lines displayed complex karyotypes with many changes,
confirming previous reports in the literature [30]. The differ-
ences in the number of aberrations between MSI and MSS
lines were found to be statistically significant for both
methods.
There are two exceptions to these major observations.
The cell line Colo320 showed a near-diploid karyotype and
V9P showed a hypodiploid karyotype. Although these cell
lines are derived from MSS tumors, they do not show a near
triploid modal number as in the other MSS cell lines. Still,
they clearly present a more complex karyotypic pattern than
the MSI cell lines, thus confirming their MSS phenotype
with mostly unbalanced aberrations.

4.3. Comparison of cell lines with primary tumors

The present series of cell lines display the most common
aberrations in primary colorectal carcinomas using a com-
bined methodological approach. A literature survey of CGH
studies of 669 primary colorectal carcinomas revealed that
the most common changes (� 30%) include losses of chro-
mosome arms 18q, and 17p, and gains of 20q, 13q, in de-
scending order of frequency (Diep et al., unpublished data).
The most common structural rearrangements found by band-
ing analysis are i(8q), i(13q), del(1)(p22), i(17q), and i(1q)
[6]. All but i(8q) were seen in our series of cell lines. Due
to the relatively small number of cell lines, we do not
expect the frequency of the genomic abnormalities to agree
completely with those from large series of primary tumors.
We observed no recurrent translocations, supporting the
notion that fusion proteins and overexpression of oncoprot-
eins caused by such aberrations do not play an important role
in colorectal tumorigenesis. The numerical and structural
similarities show that these cell lines are representative of
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Table 4
Literature survey of karyotype information of selected colon cancer cell lines

Cell lines Karyotype References

HCT15 46,XY,t(8;17)(p23;q21),inv(11)(p15.3q13.1) [59]
HCT15 47,XY,�Y,der(8)t(8;17)(p23;q21),inv(11)(p15.3q13.1),t(16;16)(q22;q24), del(17)(q21) [60]
HCT15 46,XY,t(8;17),inv(11)(p15.3q13.1) [30]
HCT116 45,X,-Y,dup(10)(q24q26),der(16)t(8;16)(q13;p13), der(18)t(17;18)(q21;p11.3) [25]
HCT116 43~45,X,�Y,der(10)dup(10)(q?)t(10;16),der(16)t(8;16),der(18)t(17;18) [21]
HCT116 45,X,�Y,der(16)t(8;16),der(18)t(17;18) [30]
HT29 �del(X)(p11),�del(X)(q11),�1,�2,�der(3)t(3;?)(p21;?),�del(4)(q31),�5,�6, [61]

�del(6)(q13),�der(6)t(6;14)(q23;q13),�7,�del(7)(p15p22),�10,�11,�11,
�12,�13,�13,�i(13)(q10),�14,�der(14)t(6;14)(q23;q13),�15,�16,�17,�19,
�der(19)t(19;?)(p11;?),�20,�6mar

HT29 del(1p),�2,der(3;6)(p10;q10),�4,add(6)(q27),del(7)(p15),�8,�9,�10,�11, [62]
i(11)(q10),�13,i(13)(q10),add(13)(p11),�14,add(15)(p11),�16,�18,�19,
add(19)(q13),�20,�21,�22,�6~16mar

HT29 70,XX,del(X)(?p21),�der(2)t(1;2)(q32;q11),del(4)(?q31), [21]
�der(5)t(5;6)(p10;?),�7,hsr(8)(p22p23),�11,�13,i(13)(q10),�14,�15,
del(18)(q12),�del(20),�21,�der(22)t(17;22)(?;q12),der(?)t(6;9)(p10;q10),
der(?)t(17;19)(q10;?p10)

HT29 XX,del(X)(p11),del(3)(p14),der(3)del(3)(p14?)del(3)(p25?),del(4)(q31), [54]
�del(5)(q11),del(6)(q12),t(6;14)(q23;q13),�del(7)(p15),der(8;8)(q?;q?),
der(9),�11,der(13;13)(q10;q10)del(13)(q14?),i(13)(q10),�14, �15,�17,
i(18)(p10),add(19)(q13),�der(19)t(17;19)(q12/q21;q13),�21, ider(22)(p10)ins(22;22)(p11;?)

Lovo 49,XY,�2,�der(2)t(2 ;12)(q21;p21),�5,�7,�del(12)(q14q22),�15, �der(15)t(15;15)(p11;q11) [63]
Lovo 49,XY,t(2;12)(q22;p12.1),�5,�7,t(7;18)(q31.3;q22),t(11;14)(p14;q21),�15 [64]
Lovo 49,XY,t(2;12)(q13;p11.2),�5,�7,�12,i(15)(q10) [25]
Lovo 48~50,XY,der(2)t(2;12),�5,�7,�der(12)t(2;12),i(15)(q10) [21]
Lovo 49,XY,�del(2)(?),der(2)t(2;12),�5,�7,i(15)(q10) [24]
Lovo 49,XY,t(2;12),�5,�7,i(15)(q10) [30]
SW480 �X,�Y,�der(2)t(2;18)(q21;q11),�5,�der(5)t(5;20)(q15;p11),�i(5)(p10),�7, [61]

�der(7)?ins(q22),�10,�der(10)t(10;12)(p15;q11),�11,�12,�13,�16,
�der(16)?origin,�18,�der(19)t(19;?)(q13;?),�der(20)t(5;20)(q15;p11)x2, �21,�2mar

SW480 �X,�Y,�1,�der(1)t(1;9)(q25;q13),�der(2)t(2;12)(q37;q13),�del(3)(q11), [65]
�?i(4)(p10),�5,�der(5)t(5;20)(q15;p11),�ins(7)(7;?)(q22;??),
�der(7)t(7;?)(q36;?),�8,�der(8)t(8;?)(p11.2;?),�9,
�der(9)t(1;9)(q25;q13), �10,�11,�12,
�13,�16,�17,�18,�19,�der(19)t(19;?)(q13;?),
�der(20)t(5;20)(q15;p11),�21,�22

SW480 t(1;9)(q12;q11),dic(2;12)(q24;p13),der(4)t(4;14)(q21;q24), [66]
der(5)t(5;20)(q15;p11),�7,�der(7)inv(7)(q22q36)t(7;14)(q22;q22),
der(8)t(8;9)(q11;q11),der(10)t(10;12)(p13;q12),�11,del(13)(q13),
del(18)(q12.2),�add(19)(q13),�der(20)t(5;20)(q15;p11)x2

SW480 52~59,XX,�Y,der(1)t(1;9),�der(2)t(2;12),�del(3)(?),der(5)t(5;20), [21]
�der(7)t(7;13),�der(7)t(7;14),�8,der(9)t(1;9),der(10)t(10;12)(3;12),�11,
del(12)(?),�13,�del(17)(q?),del(18)(q?),�19,�der(20)t(5;20),�21,
der(?)t(8;9),der(?)t(8;19),der(?)t(5;19)t(8;19)

The core aberration for each cell line shared in the previous publications and in the present series are in boldface. Only chromosomes, not breakpoints,
are in bold because some differences are most likely due to disparate interpretations and not real variation of the rearrangements.
in vivo tumors, although in vitro selection may occur (see
later) for some chromosomal changes in individual cell lines.

By hierarchical cluster analysis, we confirm that cell lines
are representative models for primary carcinomas at the
genome level (Fig. 4). One cell line in particular, Fri, is
closely related to the primary tumors by chromosomal
changes. The common changes such as loss of 18q, and
gain of 20q and 13q cluster together across the sample set.
Although conclusions cannot be drawn, due to the limited
number of tumors, none of the 4 outlier cell lines showed gain
of chromosome 7, which is commonly seen in primary
carcinomas.
4.4. Target genes for amplifications

Amplifications of oncogenes, corresponding to hsr, are
common in different cancer types, and associated with poor
prognosis [31]. We observed amplifications (defined as ratios
above 2.0) at 8q23~q24, 12p, and Xq28 in at least 2
tumors. There are several candidate oncogenes at these chro-
mosomal locations. At distal 8q, C-MYC shows high-level
amplification [32] and PRL-3 is highly expressed in the
metastasis of colorectal cancer [33]. At chromosome arm 12p
CCND2 (cyclin D2) and K-RAS are among other oncogenes
known to be involved in colorectal tumorigenesis [34,35].
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Fig. 3. Genome profiles of 20 colon cancer cell lines identified by CGH (red) and combined G-banding and M-FISH (blue) along the chromosomes from
band 1p36 to Xq28. Gains of chromosomes or chromosome bands are graphically illustrated with lines above the X-axis, whereas losses are seen below.
Although CGH is a quantitative technique and G-banding and M-FISH are mainly qualitative methods, the overall imbalances detected by each approach
do not differ significantly. However, the numbers of gains detected by CGH are slightly higher at some chromosome regions, whereas the combined G-
banding and M-FISH karyotype reveal somewhat higher frequencies of losses.
Potential target genes of the Xq28 amplification remain to
be identified.

4.5. Target genes for common deletions

Loss of chromosome arm 18q was seen in all aneuploid
cell lines, leading to loss of several TSGs including DCC,
SMAD4, SMAD2, and SMAD7. Inactivation of TP53 is the
target gene for the observed losses at 17p [36]. All but
one MSS cell lines showed both TP53 point mutation and
LOH at 17p13, suggestive of complete inactivation of the
gene (Table 1) [13]; this confirms previous studies on pri-
mary colorectal carcinomas [21,37–39]. Loss of 17p or 18q
in colorectal cancer is associated with poor prognosis and
losses of both predict an even worse disease outcome
[40,41]. The loss of chromosome 4 was found in over half
of the MSS cell lines, and is frequent in primary colorectal
carcinomas [31,42–45]. Deletions of chromosome 4 are as-
sociated with tumor progression and poor survival for several
cancer types. The apoptosis related genes such as CPP32
and MCH2 might be candidate suppressor genes for this
region [45,46].

4.6. Clonal divergence in tumor cell lines

For cell lines to be useful, they must retain the relevant
genetic and biological characteristics of the tumors from
which they derive. However, there is a possibility that clonal
evolution may occur during in vitro culturing due to stochas-
tic factors and varying selective forces operating at different
laboratory environments. We investigated this issue by ana-
lyzing 3 cell lines obtained from 2 laboratories. Most of
the genomic features were observed by both CGH and the
combination of G-banding and M-FISH analyses, but two cell
lines (HCT116 and Lovo) displayed clonal differences. This
probably reflects the fact that these cell lines have undergone
numerous sub-cultures, allowing time and opportunity for
new genetic changes to occur during growth. Thus, the im-
portance of knowing the source and checking the genomic
profile of a cell line before it is used as an in vitro model
is demonstrated. A few differences, however, may be due
to disparate interpretation of the same rearrangements.

4.7. Comparison of the findings with previous studies

We evaluate our results by comparing our findings with
previously published CGH data and karyotypes of colorectal
cell lines. There are only a few publications of CGH on
colorectal cancer cell lines [21–25,47,48], and in some cases,
the results were described incompletely, indicating only the
number of aberrations or the average CGH ratio profile. In
these reports, 13 cell lines were described with detailed copy
number changes (Table 3). Comparing these findings with
our data, 5 cell lines showed similarities pointing to their
common origin and differences indicating divergent clonal
evolution. Among the studies that report the cut-off values
used, there were losses defined from ratios fewer than 0.75–
0.80, gains by ratios greater than 1.20–1.25, and amplifica-
tions by ratios higher than 1.4–2.0. The different choices of
cut-off values may contribute to variations in the CGH
scorings.

We also compared 3–6 previous publications of karyo-
types of the commonly used cell lines HCT15 [49], HCT116
[50], HT29 [51], Lovo [52], and SW480 [53] with our karyo-
typic data. Due to absent or non-interpretable banding analy-
sis in earlier reports, we chose to refer to karyotypes from
1987 and later. Identical translocations as well as disparate
structural aberrations were seen (Table 4). Strikingly,
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical clustering of cell lines and primary carcinomas. The
hierarchical clustering is based on the level of chromosome aberration of 41
chromosome arms by CGH. Chromosome arms 13p, 14p, 15p, 21p, 22p, and
the Y chromosome were excluded from the clustering analyses due to large
repetitive sequences. The chromosome arms are depicted in the right dendo-
gram. The cell lines (red) and primary tumours (grey) are depicted in the top
dendogram. Each row represents the changes from a separate chromosome
arm over all samples, and each column represents the changes from all
chromosome arms in a separate cell line/primary carcinomas.
there are more differences of numerical aberrations than
structural changes, suggesting that the former occur more
easily during in vitro growth than the latter.

Many of the MSS cell lines with complex karyotypes are
incompletely described with unsolved markers and without
breakpoints. In 2002, Kawai et al. [54] reported a complete
karyotype of HT29, by the combination of SKY and G-
banding. Their results are in line with our findings. Seven
of the cell lines in the present study were completely karyo-
typed for the first time. Among these, two are well known,
Colo320 and SW480, and have previously been studied by
several groups. Although Abdel-Rahman et al. [21] showed
by CGH and SKY a karyotype of SW480 without markers
in a panel of cell lines, the specific breakpoints remained
undefined for several of the rearrangements, which are best
explained by the lower resolution level of the SKY technique
in breakpoint identification compared with that of G-band-
ing analysis.

4.8. Experimental model for tumor progression

The cell lines Isreco1 (IS1), Isreco2 (IS2), and Isreco3
(IS3) were derived from the same patient, from a primary
colon carcinoma, its corresponding liver- and peritoneal me-
tastases, respectively [14]. The 2 metastases share many
of the numerical changes and both have a near-triploid
modal number. Furthermore, all 3 cell lines share one
structural aberration and 2 numerical changes, indicating
the sharing of a common founder cell. The spread of a
primary colorectal tumor to the peritoneum is rare compared
with its ability to metastasize to the liver, and the prognosis
for these patients is poor [55,56]. We have previously shown
that the type and frequency of chromosomal imbalances
differ at different stages of colorectal carcinogenesis, with
gain of chromosome arm 5p being potentially involved in
the development of carcinomatoses [15]. A possible candi-
date gene at 5p is SKP2, which is implicated in the
ubiquitination and degradation of the cyclin dependent
kinase inhibitor CDKN1B (p27) [57]. In these 3 related cell
lines, we saw increased copy number changes of 5p in both
the primary tumor and the peritoneal metastasis, whereas this
aberration was absent in the liver metastasis. These data
corroborate the suggestion that a gene(s) located on 5p is
involved in the development of peritoneal carcinomatosis.

5. Conclusions

Here, we present a genetic study of 20 cell lines and a
review of relevant data from other sources. We emphasize
the importance of using complementary genome screening
techniques and show that the combination of CGH, G-band-
ing, and M-FISH is an effective way to characterize the
genomic profiles of tumor cell lines. We provide a combined
reference for some of the most commonly used colon cancer
cell lines. In addition, copy number profiles are presented
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for the first time for most of the cell lines, and a complete
resolved karyotype is obtained for 7 cell lines. Finally,
the large variation of genetic complexity of the cell lines
clearly shows the importance of this knowledge in the use
of cell lines as experimental tools.
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